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The primary purpose of the experimental series reported here is to
investigate, on a preliminary and exploratory basis, human operator
performance differences between pursuit and compensatory displays. For
each display type a wide range of forcing function bandwidths and
controlled element dynamics was used. The effect of the additional
information provided by separately displaying both forcing function
and -!ontrolled element output (pursuit) rather than their difference
(compensatory) was evaluated using the mean-squared error and a quantity
called khe "effective open-loop describing function" (Yp).

As a prelude to the new data, past pursuit/compensatory tracking
results are reviewed, and then a tie-in is made between these an'. the
current series.
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B5 Forcing function designation defined on page 18

cc(t) Human operator output

ci  Portion of human operator output that is linearly correlated.
with forcing function

c n  Portion of human oDerator output that is not linearly correlated
with forcing function

C Compensatory display

C Fourier transform of c(t)

d(t) Second input defined on page 16

e(t) Operator stimulus; error

ei  Portion of error that is linearly correlated with forcing
function

en Portion of error that is not linearly correlated with forcing
function

E Fourier transform of e(t)

FS  Stick force gradient

i(t) System forcing function

I Fourier transform of i(t)

JW Imaginary part of the complex variable, s = c ± jw

Kc  Controlled element gain

Ks  Control sensitivity - inches (display)/stick motion

m(t) System output

M Fourier transform of m(t)

nr  TR%/2A defined on page 20

nc(t) Remnant injected at pilot's output

N Number of runs
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Nc  Fourier transform of ne

P Pursuit display

R.24 Ref. 3 forcing fanction designation defined on page 41

R.4 Ref. 3 forcing function designation defined on page 41

R.64 Ref. 3 forcing function designation defined on page 41

R14 Forcing function designation defined on page 18

s Laplace transform variable, s = a ± im

t Time

TR  Run lenth

Yc Controlled element

YPc Human operator describing function with compensatory display

YPe Human operator describing function operating on e(t) (Pursuit
display)

YPi Human operator describing function operating on i(t) (Pursuit
display)

V* Implied YPi on assumption that YPe = YPc and YPM = 0

YPM Human operator describing function operating on m(t) (Pursuit
display)

YP Effective open--loop describing function

x Controlled element parameter

ae  rms value of the error

ai rms value of the forcing function

Ti Peak amplitude of an input sine wave

"dc Cross spectral density between d and c

Ode Cross spectral density between d and e

0.e Error spectral density

Oic Cross power spectral density between i and c

Oie Cross power spectral density between i and e
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011 Forcing function power srectral density

Oim Cross spectral density Letween i and m

Omm System output power spectral density

Once Cross spectral density between nc and c

Once Cross spectral density between nc and e

Oncm Cross spectral density between nc and m

Onn Closed-loop remnant spectral density, at pilot's output

Oncnc Power spectral density of nc

aAngular frequency, rad/sec

G c System crossover frequency, i.e., frequency at which IYpcI = I

a) CPCrossover frequency of

Wi Forcing function bandwidth

O)n Frequency of the "nth" sinusoidal component of the forcing function

Approximately equal to

4Angle of

db Decibels; 10 log10 if a power quantity, e.g., spectrum;
20 log10 if an amplitude quantity, e.g., Yp

I I Magnitude

I idb Magnitude in db

() Mean value ensemble average

S Inverse Laplace transform
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A. BkROD A10 WTIVATION

The usefulness of a control ega~nuering approach to the study and

design of manual vehic-ular control sys~em3 has grown rapidly in the past

decade and is now well established. Tkis approach requires models of

pilot dynamic characteristics which u" -e applied in conjunction with

the formal methods of control engine .rh j. The models are based on

experimental measurements of dynamic cl acteristics exhibited by pilots

in a variety of control situations. A g at many past experiments in

which human dynamic measurements were tten have considered so-called

compensatorj conditions, i.e., those in inich the operator's actions are

based solely on an error indicating the difference between system command

and system output (Fig. 1a). In contrast, the more complex pursuit situ-

ation, i.e., that in which the system forc~r' function and output are

displayed to the operator and he can utilize both, and/or their difference

(system error) as his basib for control action, has received very little

attention (Fig. 1b). In fact, the only experiments in which human oper-

ator dynamics have been obtained are those of Ref. 5. While this experi-

mental series comprehensively covered effects of forcing function

variations on operator dynamics, the controlled element dynamics were

made the simplest possible (a pure gain, Yc = 1) and were held fixed.

A variety of other experiments in which performance measures only we 'e

taken (Refs. 1 2, 9) has demonstrated the overwhelming importance of

controlled element characteristics as task variables. However, the

nature of the dynamic characteristics adopted by the operator which

underlie the performance differences noted with different controlled

elements has been unknown. In the absence of an experimental data base,

the models of pilot dynamics in pursuit situations have been only con-

jectures. The experimental series described here was undertaken primarily

-' . ... . .. ' A . .. . LL O ... .. L U othe .W...e

quantitative understanding of pursuit display systems, the next step is

the evolution of a matheatical pilot model which is suitable for

predictive purposes.



System Forcing Operator Operator System
Function Stimulus Human Output Controlled Output

' Operator c(t) Element m(t

a) Functional Block Diagram for Compensatory Behavior

System Forcing
Function l Operator System

i M Human Output Controlled Output

t]t
Operator CMt Enyc m M~t

b) Functional Block Diagram for Pursuit Behavior

Figure 1. Compensatory and Pursuit Manual, Control Systems

The compensatory and pursuit manual control systems indicated in

Fig. I are intended to represent different behavioral situations. In

compensatory operation only the system error acts as a stimulus for

operator action, whereas in pursuit the system forcing function and out-

put are separately observable. These two different situations are ordi-

narily defined in terms of pursuit and compensatory displays (Fig. 2)

which actually present the appropriate system signals as visual stimuli.

However, it is important to recognize that presentation of the signals

does not necessarily imply pilot action thereon; for instance, in a

pursuit display the operator may act only on the error, thereby perform-

ing i- a ompensatory fashion in spite of" the presence of the forcing

function and output. Conversely. under certain conditions with a com-

pensatory display (e.g., a predictable forcing function) the operator

2
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Figure 2. Compensatory and Pursuit Displays

can mentally separate input from output in the displayed error signal.

Then by using a reasonable facsimile of the system forcing function and

the error as information inputs the operator may function in a pursuit

fashion. With random-appearing inputs and complex controlled element

dynamics, the usual way to induce compensatory or pursuit behavior is

by virtue of the display. This always works in the compensatory situa-

tion, although, as indicated above, the provision of a pursuit display

does not guarantee pursuit operation by the operator.

There are many practical reasons for our interest in obtaining a

quantitative understanding of the human operator response in pursuit

situations. These include, but are not limited to. the following!

* In tasks where the external reference is present (e.g.,
VFR approach and landing), a pursuit model my be an
appropriate representation for the human's operation.

3



. For director (as opposed to null. steering) displays in

IFR operations, the iype of behavior desired and the
appropriate pilot model correspond to those of the
pursuit situation.

* As hypothesized by the Successive Organizations of Per-
ception (SOP) theory (Ref. 6), a pursuit mode of
response by the operator is an interim phase in the
development of exceptional skill. In this hypothesis,

pursuit behavior will occur both in the progression
toward higher skills and in the regression to lower
levels (compensatory) under stress.

* For many situations, tracking performance (rms error)
with a pursuit display is superior to that for a com-
pensatory display. Determination of a simple, usable
model for operator response behavior with pursuit-like
visual presentation of information (from the external
field of view or displays) is required for system
synthesis activities for which improved performance is
desired.

B. OZDAL PLAN

The intent of the experiments reported here was to explore the nature

of differences between pursuit and compensatory behavior for a wide cross

section of forcing function characteristics and controlled element

dynamics. To accomplish this the same forcing function and controlled

element task variables were used for two different display configurations.

The human pilot dynamics were characterized by describing function meas-

urements, and the average system performance by appropriate performance

measures. Differences in dynamic behavior between the two situations

were detected by comparing (1) the mean-squared errors and (2) an effec-

tive open-loop describing function for the pursuit display with the

actual open-loop describing function exhibited with the compensatory

display. The latter provided a very sensitive measure of dynamic changes

in.Dluced by the display differences. The remnant differences between the

two ditglay situations were found b3 examining the two components of the

mean-squared error, i.e., that due to pilot/system dynamics operating on

the forcing function and that due to the effects of pilot remnant oper-

---nv i .h - - a-. --



C. OUTLflM OF' TIM RPORT

The preceding introduction irdicates that the purpose of this experi-

mental series is to study the means used by the pilot to enhance perform-

ance in pursuit systems over that in compensatory systems. A quantitative

understanding is desired, preferably to the extent that a mathematical

model suitable for predictive purposes is obtained..

Chapter II reviews and summarizes past pursuit/compensatory studies

for later comparison with the results of the present experiments. Con-

sideration is restricted to those previous studies that utilized random-

aprearing inputs which allow direct comparison with our data.

Chapter III discusses the system relationships that result from the

pilot's utilization of the additional information provided by the pursuit

display. Of major importance is the section "Detection of Pursuit Behavior,"

where it is shown that performance measures alone are inadequate. Supple-

menting these with an effective open-loop describing function is shown

to provide sufficient information to detect pursuit behavior. This

chapter concludes with a description of the experimental configuration.

Chapters II and III lead directly to the desired experimental p:an

given in Chapter IV. This is followed by the performance measure and

describing function data, with extensive comparisons of the present sub-

ject's compensatory display data with a large - opulation of pilots to

indicate that he is a representative sample. In addition, his data are

tied in with those for yet another population for which pursuit data

were also taken. Finally, the present pursuit and compensatory display

data are compared using both performance measu ,es and the effective

open-loop describing function.

Chapter V is devoted to data interpretation. Implications are drawn

as to a plausible description of the pilot's utilization of the pursuit

display.

F'Ually, Chapter VI summarizes the general conclusions and findings

of the study.



II

BSMAM OF TRAM=G DATA,
PU T AND CO &ORY DISPlAY COAISOS

There have been many studies in which tracking performance for pursuit

and compensatory systems has been compared. Initially, perhaps, these

were motivated by a desire to demonstrate a clear-cut superiority of one

display type over the other. Because the pursuit display provides more

information, it was presumed that some advantage would thereby accrue.

Indeed, average tracking performance with pursuit systems is often, per-

haps even usually, better than that with a compensatory system; but tnis

is by no means the rule. This is attested to by the summary c& past

,arsuit/compensatory comparisons presented in Table I. This is one of

our two key starting points. The other, which is a notable omission from

the table, is the work of Elkind which will be covered at much greater

length as tie-in data for the present series in Chapter IV.

The experiments sunmmarized in Table I can be divided into two

categories, corresponding to simple and complex inputs. Only the latter,

comprising inputs made up of a minimum of three sinusoids, are of furtc ,,-

interest in connection with our data. Of these, the ones of primary

interest are the twc papers by Chernikoff, et al (Refs. 1, 2), and the

comprehensive paper of Obernayer, et al (Ref. 9). Since these consider
some of the same controlled elements as examined here, actual compari-

sons between performance measure data from these sources and those

obtained in the present series are given later (Chapter IV).

In a sense the data in this chapter is of limited usefulness, since

only performance measures can be compared and as shown in Chapter III

this is an insufficient indication of the effects of pursuit versus

compensatory displays. In addition, Refs. 1, 2, and 9 used sine waves

with harmonic relationships. It is possible that this produced a recog-

nizable pattern which the pilot could utilize to reduce tracking errors

below that expected for random appearing inputs.

6
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CHAPTER III

BLOCK DIAGRAM STRUCTURE,
PURSUIT =ETETION TECHNIQUES AID EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

The first purpose of this chapter is to discuss the system relation-

ships that can result from the pilot's utilization of the information in

che pursuit display. Possible block diagram organizations are presented

and their implications for the experimental detection of pursuit organ-

ization, as well as its measurement, are examined. Awkward measurement

problems arise because pursuit behavior implies two or more pilot

describing functions operating with a single forcing function. The

explicit determination of the pilot's describing functions requires two

or more independent inputs-unfortunately, the addition of a second

input increases the number of task variables and therefore modifies the

control task. Finally, the chapter concludes with a discussion of the

experimental configuration.

A. BLOCK DIAGRAM STRUCTURE

With a pursuit display the operator sees both the input, i, and

output, m, of the system, and has as his task the minimization of their

difference, the system error, e. The possible block diagram structure

representing the operator's response in this situation is shown in Fig. 5,

where Ypi, YPe' and YPm are describing functions indicating the opera-

tions on i(t), e(t), and m(t), respectively. An integral part of the

quasi-linear system description is the remnant, nc(.), injected at the

pilot's output to account for the portion of the response that is not

linearly correlated with the system input, i(t).

The presence of a pursuit display does not guarantee that the pilot

will utilize all the information presented. Table II summarizes the six

possibilities.

Using Fourier transforms, the equations of motion are

C = IYPi + EYpe + NYpm + Nc (I)

E I - M (2)

M = CYc (3)

11
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TABLE II

POSSIBLE HUMAN OPERATOR RESPONSE STRUCTURES FOR PURSUIT DISPILLS

TITLE SYSTEM I.RAMETERS USED*

Compensatory .............................. e

Compensatory and feedforward .............. e , i

Compensatory and irLer loop ............... e , m

Compensatory, inner loop, and feedforward, e , m , i

Inner loop and feedforward ................ m , i

Pure feedforward .......................... i

*For a p1 display only two parameters are independent

since 6 - m.

Solving for the pilot's output and system error and system output yields

C = yc(peypm)]I + Nc  (4)[ 1 + +cyey~) + yc(ype-Ypm)N 1.

Oic Oncc

¢ii renc

E = 1 - Yc (Yp + Ypj YcE = I- , c  (5)
+ Yc (Ype - Yp) 1 +Yc Ne - YPmI

Oie Once

Oii Oncnc

M -=[Yc-P -] I + Yc] (6)

0im ¢ncm

¢--i 
C1ncnc

13



In Eqs. 4-6 the parts of E, C, and M which are correlated with the

input are noted by the ratios of the cross-spectra with respect to I.

Since i and nc are uncorrelated, the error spectral density is given by

ee =I1- Yc(YPm+YPi) I2 +Yc Y ncnc (7)
1 c(~ - cm) ij -

+ 7
1 + Yc(YpeYpm) 1 Yc (Ype Yp m

and the mean-squared error by

21c f ee()) d) = e + en (8)

0

where

1 01 -YC (Yp + Ypj) 2(9

fo 1 + Yc (Y Pe Ypm)()

and
00 Y 2

en 4) 1 2 n U (10)
n -1 + Yc(Ype-YPm) 

c  d

The ratio
im = Yc(Ypi+YPe) (11)

Iie - Yc(Ypm+'Yp i )

nas the property that the portions of M and E linearly correlated with

the input are described by

M vP (12)
1 1 + Y P

E 1 (13)
1 1 + Y P

independent of the type of display or pilot utilization. Thus Yo is the

effective open-loop describing function, and has essentially the same

interpretation in the pursuit as in the compensatory situation. That is,

a single loop closure about Yp results in the closed-loop characteristics.

14



To reduce tracking errors at low frequency the pilot should adjust his

describing function boxes such that Y 1 >> 1 at w, < % For the compen-

satory display this has to be accomplished by a single describing function

YPc operating on the error, whereas Ym YPi' and Y-e are theoretically

available in pursuit.

In terms of YP the characteristic equation is given by

1 + YP = o (14)
or

1 + Yc(Ype-Ypm)

I - Yc(Ypm +Ypi)

Setting the numerator of Eq. 15 to zero gives the same characteristic

equation as implied by the denominators in Eqs. 4- 6.

Using Eq. 13, the mean-squared error correlal.ed with the forcing

function, e , is related to Yp as

ei I + ii d (16)

An example of a simple change in YP is an increase in the effective

crossover frequency, and if Y Ge 3 w/jD then in a fashion analogous

to the compensatory situation (Ref. 7),

e?. _ if << c, (17)

where the effective crossover frequency is defined by IYp(JaiG) I = 1.

B. D10 ION OF P. 'UIT 3BMVrZOR

For the same input and controlled element, the detection of differences

between compensatory and pursuit behavior has, in the past, relied primarily

on performance measures. A key feature of the experimentl program reported

here is that comparisons were also made in terms of the effective open-loop



describing function, Yp, which reveals the dynamic effects of the pilot's

system organization. The inadequacy of e 2 alone is revealed by Eq. 8,

i.e., a charge in e2 could be due to a change in either e? or e2 . It

is also possible that the change from a compensatory to a pursuit dis-

play would prodice no change in e2 but equal and opposite changes in

e2 and e2. From these factors it is seen that the detection of pursit/

compensatory differences requires the comparison of two quantities, such
as e2 and Y , or both e1 and e (where the latter reflects Yp).

As opposed to detection there are two major unknowns which contribute

to the problem of directly measuring hunan operator describing function

characteristics for pursuit display tracking These are:

1. The actual block diagram structure adopted by the oper-
ator, i.e., the system parameters used to generate his

output, is not known, nor is there any knowledge that the same
block diagram structure exists for all inputs and contrlled
elements. Note that of' the three unknown boxes in Fig. 3 only
two are independent.

2. A second input that is statistically independent of the
primary input (forcing function) is required to obtain

data for computing the describing functions of the two elements.
It is desired that the control situation be characterized only
by the forcing function i(t) and the controlled element. There-
fore the second input must be such that it does not influence the
operator's normal pursuit response characteristics to the forcing
function, and at the same time must be of sufficient amplitude to
permit accurate cross-spectral or equivalent measurements.

The requirement that the second input be uncorrelated with the forcing

function further compounds the problem of directly computing both opera-

tor describing function elements. Without loss of generality, we can

assume that YPm = 0 . If the second input, d(t), is injected downstream

of the pilot's output, c(t), the cross-spectra ratios are

Oic YPi + YPe

1 -

d c

Ode = YPe (I 9)

16



Thus YPe is measured directly by the second input and YPi can be calculated

from Eq. 18. Note that for inputs which are sums of sine waves the cross-

spectra ratios exist only at the sine wave frequencies of each input. Thus

for 1(t) and d.(t) to be independEnt there can be no common frequencies;

therefore Eqs. '18 and 19 cannot le solved directly. Two procedures could

be used in an attempt to resolve this difficulty.

1. Interpolate the Oic/Oie and Odc/Ode data to the

d and i frequencies, respectively.

2. Interchange some of the forcing function and second
input frequencies, thus obtaining ¢ic/Oie and Odc/Ode
data at the same frequencies but from separate runs.

The problems discussed above apply to the direct measurement of the

operator's describing function characteristics for pursuit tracking, and

are applicable to the general multiloop measurement task. An alternate

procedura for obtaining additional insight into the human operator's

pursuit describing functions is to perform the experiments without the

second input and apply the analysis technique discussed in Chapter V.

0. ~ AL SITUA.10N

The experimental arrangement and measurement techniques are nearly

identical to those in Ref. 7. Thus, the following sections will briefly

discuss the situation for this experimental series only as it differs

from that of Ref. 7.

1. Physical Layout and Equipment

The experiments were pexformed in a laboratory area consisting of

two connected rooms. The ULrger of the two rooms contained all of the

electronic equipment for p-rforming and analyzing the experiments. The

smaller room contained the mianipuator and display. In this way the

operator is isolated from the mes.suring equipment and other disturbances.

Thie trv-ihing fim t ion data were obtained using the watthour-meter

analyzer described in Ref. 7 . This machine evaluates the real and

imaginary parts of the Fourier coefficient of the e, c, and m signals

using each input frequency as a reference. in addition, each Ln was

recorded on magnetic te'e.

17



The general measurements and task variables involved in the experiments

are shown in Fig. 4. The task variables used in this experimental series

are shown in dashed boxes, i.e., the forcing function and the controlled

element. The Ye's used were

K0 s

cssKT X = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5

Kc(s + 0.25)

(s + 5)2

These controlled elements -ere selected to provide a very broad coverage

of pilot equalization to close the loop, ranging over very low frequency

lags to essentially pure gain to low frequency leads (Ref. 7).

2. Frorcing Buaoticn

The forcing functions, i(t), used in the pursuit experiments vere of

the augmented rectangular input spectrum form but with two differ nt

frequency spacings. One set was identical to that in Ref. 7 and spectia

using this frequency spacing are designated by ij, ai, where wi is the

cutoff frequency in radians/second and ai is the rms amplitude in inches,

i.e., as seen on the display. The other set is designated by either B5,

cil or R14, ci, a notation similar to that in Ref. 3. The following

paragraph describes the frequency content and bandwidth of the various

inputs. The rms values used are discussed in Chapter IV and indicated

in Table III.

The Wc, Land the nUrU OU pU1eiods., hrL fuz each

component in the fixed 240-sec run length, TR, are given on p. 20. For

the wi, ai spacings three approximate wi values were used-i .5, 2.5 and

4.0 rad/sec. To define these three inputs, the amplitudes at the lowest

18
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six, seven, or eight frequencies were set equal, for cutoff frequencies

of 1 .49, 2.r-4, or 4.03 rad/sec, respectively. The amplitudes of the

remaining frequencies were. set to one-tenth of the low frequency ampli-

tudes (20 db attenuation). The lcgarithmic spacing (which facilitates

fitting ratios of rational polynomials to the measured values) was

selected to insure the affective independence of the sine wave components

over the run length of interest.

Uxj ,a ClB5, a.; RI4,

nr = TR/i21, %an nr = TUn/2r,

0.157 6 o.314 12

0.262 10 0.732 28

0.593 15 1.151 44

o.602 23 1.675 64

o.969 37 1.989 76

1.49 57 2.4I0 92

2.54 97 4.29 164

4.03 154 IS.17 236

7.57 289 lo.14 388

13.8 527 14.03 536

For the other forcing functions all the amplitudes were equal for

the R14, ai Input, while the four highest frequencies were attenuated

'10 Atb for the B5, ai input. Figure 5a shows measured input power

spectral magnitadaes for the t1hree wj forcing functions, while Fig. 5b

provides a similar picture for the B5 and the R4I spectra.

The forcing functtons selected serve several purposes. The range

of forcing functions is covered by the augmented a>1 spectra; these are

also appropriate for direct tie-in and extension of the Ref. 7 results.

These would be sufficient except that, in the major past study (Ref. 3),

two interesting pursuit/compensatory differences were found for high

bandwidth forcing function spectre. These were:

* Above a particular forcing function bandwidth, compensatory

rms error becomes less than the pursuit rms error.

20
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Figure 5. Measured Forcing Function Power Spectra Magnitude
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• At a still higher forcing function bandwidth, a pursuit
system is still operable, but ccmpensatory cannot be
controlled by the operator.

The high frequency bandwidth(s) serve to further explore these conditions.

3. Display and Yanipuator Sensitivities

The pursuit display is shown in Fig. 6, where the dot for the input

and the vertical line for the system output move laterally. The pilot's

output, c(t), consisted of lateral motions

of a spring-restrained side stick (negli-

gible inertia and damping). For a pure

gain controlled element of unity, the dis-

play and stick are related by

Ks = 1 in. (display)/6 0 (stick) +

Fs = 2.21 oz/deg (stick) (applied
at top of 4-in. stick)

With the 4-in. moment arm, lateral motion

of the operator's hand amounts to about

0.07 in. (stick) per degree of stick Figure 6. Pursuit Display

rotation. Accordingly, the sensitivity

can be expressed in terms of the linear motion of the operator's hand by

dividing the angular sensitivity (in inches per radian) by the moment

arm, i.e., Ks = 1 in./6 0 x 57.30 /rad X 0.25 in.-1

= 2.38 in. (display)/in. (stick)

For controlled elements other than unity, all of the above sensitivities

are multiplied by Yc(j0) and they become dynamic quantities.

The pilot/nanipulator/display configuration is depicted in Fig. 7.

Only the roll axis was used for this experimental series. Movements of

the stick in one direction produced system output movements in the same

direction.
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IO DATA

This chapter presents the experimental describing function and

performance measure data. For this sort of exploratory study a design

which includes a large number of forcing functions and controlled

elements is essential. This would be excessively expensive if several

subjects were used. Consequently, in the interests of economy and

maximm coverage a single well-trained subject was used throughout with

several special restrictions to increase the likeliy generality of the

results. These were:

* Tie-in of this set of experiments with those involving a
large population of pilots to indicate that the subject
used was a representative sample (Ref. 7).

s Tie-in of this set with the only previous comprehensive
describing function measurements (Ref. 3), thereby
corroborating those findings and indicating a reasonable
tie-in to yet another population.

The particular controlled elements, forcing functions, and display

configurations tested are shown in Table III. Exceptions to the rms

input values are indicated by an asterisk. The numbers in each cell

indicate the run sequence. Each configuration ._s repeated three times

using a single highly motivated subject who was a light-airplane-qualified

civilian pilot with extensive tracking experience. Because of his experi-

ence the subject was able to rapidly approach asymptotic values of per-

formance on any given configuration, thereby permitting a large number

of configurations to be examined at minimal cost. While more subjects

would have been desirable, the exploratory and limited-effort nature of

the experimental series made this unrealistic. To make the results as

representative as possible, considerable effort was made to tie them in

to other data.

In what follows Section A presents the subject's compensatory display

data to tie in with that in Ref. 7 for a population of pilots and that in

Ref. 3 (where pursuit data were also taken). Also included is a comparison
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of long term effects for the present subject to demonstrate the typical

asymptotic performance levels achieved by human operators. These tie-ins

4and long term effects increase the generality of the pursuit/compensatory

comparisons in later sections. Section B compares the performance measure

results with those of other experiments. Section C presents a detailed

comparison of Pursuit and Compensatory performance measures obtained in this

study. Finally, Section D compa-res the describing functions for compensatory

and pursuit display.

As COMPESATORY DATA COMPARISONS

1. Population of Pilots (Ref. 7)

In general the describing function data, Figs. 8-11, indicate that

the present subject is typical of a pilot population. Note that the

data from Ref. 7 (circles) are plotted at the correct input frequencies,

whereas the current data have been shifted slightly to the right to avoid

overlapping. In each case the data points indicate mean values; the

vertical lines indicate +Ia spread. For easy controlled elements (Kc and

Kc/S) and for low bandAdth inputs, there is no difference between the

present subject and the other pilots (Ref. 7). For the harder controlled

elements and higher bandwidth inputs, the present subject usually has a

higher crossover frequency and low frequency gain, plus less effective

time delay near crossover and above. These differences are probably due

to the extensive tracking experience of the present subject (close to 500

data runs plus numerous practice runs) compared to the eight other pilots

used in the Ref. 7 series.

To illustrate the long term effects of practice, consider Figs. 12

and 13 for Yc = Kc and Kc/g(s-1 .-5), respectively. Figure 12, for the

relatively easy but extremely well-practiced case of Yc = KC, shows

amazingly close agreement for test periods over one year apart. Even

the subtler data trends are closely duplicated in this comparison, and

we conclude that the subject's describing function had stabilized. (The

slight improvement in tracking error is probably due to reduced remnant.)

Figure 13 shows a similar comparison for the second-order unstable element

in which X = 1 .5 (near the uncontrollable limit). Even ii this much more

difficult caso the agreement is quite good, except that there is less

tracking error and high frequency phase lag, indicating a refined tracking

technique over the intervening year.
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While skill level differences may explain some of the differences

between the present subject and the population of pilots, it's quite

likely that our subject's extensive tracking experience is the largest

factor. Thus, our single subject ean be considered typical of a pilot

population in that they will reach an asymptotic level of performance in

their well-trained flying tasks in analogous fashion to the present subject

in tracking tasks.

2. Population of Students (Ref. 3)

In order to tie in with tne body of data generated from Yc = Kc = 1

in Ref. 3, a tracking situation as similar as possible to Elkind's had

to be considered in both Ref. 7 and the present experiments. Ideally,

the tie-in experiments should be conducted with forcing functions and

manipulators similar to those to be used in our other experiments, yet

also similar enough to Elkind's to effect a reasonable connection.

Fortunately, Elkind's B6 forcing function amounts, in our notation, to

Cj = 3.0. 1 in., so the auj = 2.5, 1 in., forcing function was thought

to provide reasonably close approxima-tion. The lightly restrained stick

manipulator used in this series and Ref. 7 differs substantially in

form from Elkind's freely moving pencil-like pip tracker, although the

movements in both cases were generally lateral (pith more rotation

involved in Ref. 7 and the present series). Yet, in our past work we

were able to show reasonable connections with Elkind's data even using

an aircraft center stick (Ref. 8 ), so any differences due to the

nanipulators were expected to be slight.

In Ref. 7 three highly trained pilots tracked two runs each for

Yc = Kc = 1, 2, and 5, respectively. The differences between Yp meas-

urements for successive runs for each pilot were very slight; the two

runs were averaged and are shown in YpYc form in Fig. 14 along with the

corresponding compensatory display data from the current experiments.

Elkind's comparable data for a 1 
= 3.0, 1 in., are also shown in Fig. 14.

These data are averages of four four-minute runs, two from one subject
.... on .... L70 each.. OL tw O-,he Subjects. LU iS Cl.e8a lrul i-g. 1'

that the results are remarkably compatible with the Elkind data, with

the current subject giving a slightly better match for low frequency
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LI

amplitudes. In fact, this extremely close correspondence between data

taken years apart, by different experimenters at different locations, with

different subjects, different analysis apparatus, and slightly different

forcing functions and manipulators, etc.. is very satisfying especially

considering the subject selection procedures:

* Reference 7 used three naval test pilots, each trained
to a stable performance level (as measured by e/a ) for
each configuration.

* The current series used a single subject with extensive

tracking cxp,. rience.

a Reference 3, utilized highly trained students.

Thus, all indications are that the current single subject has reached

a stable performance level against which to compare his pursuit display

data in Subsections B, C, and D below, increasing the generality of the

conclusions drawn there.

B. COMPARISON OF PRFOMANM3 MWLAWU2E
WITH PEBL"In or OMW~ MJnPDEB

While our describing function data can only be compared with Elkind's,

the performance measure results can be copared with those of Refs. 1, 2, 3, 9.

Figure 15 shows the normalized mean-squared error for pursuit and compensa-

tory obtained in our series with those found by Elkind. Our augmented

rectangular forcing function spectra are similar to his rectangular

spectra, differing primarily by the addition of a few low amplitude waves

to form a high frequency shelf. Thus, the Elkind R.24, R.4, and R.64

forcing function spectra (where the 04, .4, and .64 are in cycles/second)

correspond roughly to our aLB = 1 .5, .5, and 4.0 rad/sec, respectively.

Also, our R14 (highest frequency, 14 rad/sec) spectrum is akin to his

RI .6 or R2.J'. As indicated in Fg. 15, the trends between compensatory

and pursuit exhibited by the two sets of data are generally similar;

both sets of data indicate lower mean-squared error for the pursuit

display except at the higher forcing function ban1widths (B5, R14, and

R2.4). Altheuh Elkirna had a forcing function similar to B5, the

relative mean-squared errors for this input are not available.
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Another comparison for Yc = K. is made on the basis of the data from

Refs. 1 and 9' In both these experimental series only three sinusoids

were used to make up the forcing function. These input spectra do not

have a meaningful "bandwidth" as such. Consequently, to show a rough

comparison between these and our results they are classified in terms of

the maximum forcing function frequency (neglecting the high frequency

shelf in our data). The result for Y. = Kc is shown in Fig. 16. The

indications are that all the data are reasonably comparable, and

that arsuit performance measures are smaller than compensatory for all

bi the very lowest frequency input used in Ref. 9.

Similar comparisons for Yc = Kc/s and Kc/s2 are also shown in

Fig. 16. These comparisons are both ambiguous and confusing. For

Ye = Kc/s2  for example, the current data and those of Ref. 2 indicate

that pursuit is superior, whereas the data of Ref. 9 show precisely the

opposite. For Yc - Kc/s both Ref. 2 and Ref. 9 are in opposition to

our results for higher frequency forcing functions, although they both

also indicate compensatory is better than pursuit at lower frequencies,

a trend that would coincide with our results. Finally, the lowest

frequency forcing function for Ref. 2 is in direct opposition for the

medium frequency input of Ref. 9. The causes of such differences are

subtle indeed, for critical examination of the conflicting data shows

no defect in method or procedures. About the only conclusion that can

be drawn from the Yc = Kc/s data is that performance with either form

of display can be superior to the other under highly restricted

circumstances.

0. COMM~ION OF MUUIT AND CMWUORY PETM M SUM

Figures 17- 21 present the performance measures obtained with

pursuit data plotted on the ordinates and compensatory data on the

abscissas. Both the total relative mean-squared error, e2/02 and its

components (e"/ari, e'/a') are presented. These figures also contain

plots of c2 , cy, and C2 (not normalized). The average performance

measures are given at the intersections of the lines which have short

hatch marks on their ends to indicate the range of the measurements.
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summry of the performance measures (e-  nd is given in

Table IV, where the letter-s "P" (pursuit) or "C" (compensatory) indicate

the configuration having the smaller measure. In Figs. 17-21 when the

equivalent (i.e., P = C) line falls within the range of measures a "PC"

or "CP" is used, with the first symbol indicating the smaller mean.

The numbers in parentheses are the relative rms performance measures.

The results for the five configurations have been grouped into those

showing clear superiority of the pursuit display LYc = Kc, Kc/s 2. and

Kc/s(s-X)], e.g., the relative rms performance measure is about 0.8,

and those showing little or no consistent difference [Yc = Kcs and

Kc(s+ 0.25)/(s +5)21. More detailed conclusions arce for:

YC = K (Fig. 17)

Pursuit is better than compensatory for both e and ei for

low bandwidth inputs (augmented a> spectra), becoming essen-

tially the same for high bandwidth inputs (B5 and R14) (This

was discussed in Subsection B above.) Note that while e2 is

erratic it is quite small, so that it has little effect on

e2~

Ye - K0/s2 (Fig. 18)

Generally pursuit is increasingly better than compensatory
2 2 2as aui increases for both e and ei. Results for en are scattered

-~-2

and generally small enough not to affect ei or e . An exception

is the ci = 2.5 compensatory results, where a small value of e2

makes the e2 pursuit nearly equal to e2 compensatory.

Ye= Kc/S(-) (Fig. 19)

Pursuit is increasingly better than compensatory as X

increases. This holds for both components of e
2 . Here e2

n
is on the order of ei.

YO = Ke/S (Fig. 20)

Compensatory is slightly better at Loo and high bandwidth

inputs for e2 with essentially no difference for moderate band-

width inputs.



TABLE IV

SUMMARY OP PERF01P4ANCE MEASURE DIFFERENCES*

FORCING FUNCTIONS

Yc Augmented coj Spectra Extended Band Spectra

1.5 2.5 4.o B5 R14

e/o P (0.76) P (0.81) P (0.80) C (1.1) Same

c e/o P (0.79) P (0.81) P (0.76) Same Same

P PC PC C cP

e2/o P (0.78) P (0.95) P (0.78) P (0.81) P (0.71)

c e/c2 PC (0.93) P (0.89) P (0.82) P (0.72) P (0.77)
B2i i P•0-7

./2 P CP P Same PC

x
Yc

0 0.5 1.0 1.5

e2/o P (0.78) P (0.71) P (0.66) P 0.59)Kc

s(s - XT PC (0.93) P (0.81) P (0.61) P (0.:7)

n (0.65) P (0.60) P (0.72) P (0.71)

FORCING FUNCTIONS

Yc Augment.,d ji Spectra Extended Band Spectra

1.5 2.5 4.0 B5 R14

e2/c CP (1.1) C (1.27) Sawe Same CP (1.07)
Kc

K e C (1.2) C (1.2) CP Same P (0.87)

-n/I P C Same Same C

e2/a? CP (1. ) p (o.p , .

Kc(s + 0.25) -e P (0.9 (0.86)

(s + 5)2 1

*Letters indicate configuration with lower measure, P (pursuit) or C (compensatory)
Numbers indicate relative rms performance measure
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: KC(s +0.25)/(s +5)2 (Fig. 21)

For the bandwidths tested there is no significant difference

between displays.

Ta js, in general the performance improvement with pursuit display is

largest for the more difficult controlled elements and inputs.

The mean-squared pilot output, c2  ca c2, are
cand its components, c2 and Cn, r

also shc.)n in -Pligs. 17 - 21 . The c2 data show quite consistent trends,

as does e :

Yc = (- kE. 17)

c ersi ¢A re arger for plx.suit display than for compensa-

tory disp!ivy. _h. z L;: - ased pilot activity has resulted in

less mean-iTiared e6r_., c2 and C2 decrease as mi increases.

C2n tends to .,ancrease as aci increases, but c2 is only in the

order of 10 percent or Lels of c2 for the low frequency inputs,

so the run-to-run varisbility of c2 d.o.,n't mean much.
en

K 0
2 andi KC/s (S- ( .s 18 -,.,d 1)

2 and 4 are lower for pursuit than 2cr comp4ensatory. Thus

the improved performance (e2 and e ) is accomplished with less

pilot activity. This contrasts with the case for Yc "K above.

c! is somewniat lower for pursuit for the augmented ui inputs,

perhaps higher for B5 and R14.

= Is (Fig. 20)

c2 is lower for pursuit, whereas results for c2 are mixed.
1

It appears that slightly better performance with the compensa-

tory dispLay is obtained with slightly higher effort.

Ya = KC(s +0.-5)1(s +5) 2 (Fig. 21)

Results appear consistent. c , ci and Cn decrease (both

for pursuit and compensatory) as aei increases. For c2 and c2

the trend appears to be that the operator works less with pur-

suit for wj = 1.5. about the same for ol =2.5, and more for

= 4.0. These trends roughly parallel those for e2 and ei .
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The mean-squared error and mean-squared pilot output results indicate

that the pursuit display is desirable for the harder controlled elements,

K1/s2 and Kc/s(s-X); in that the performance improves and less pilot

activity is required. For Yc - Kc tne pilot can also tal-e advantage of

the additional infcrnatio: presented, but he must use more activLty to do so.

D. OMPARISON OF PUUI AD COMMTO DESM3G YNOT3IOI

The describing function differences between the pirsuit and compensatory

displays are given in Figs. 22-26 in terms of the effective open-loop, YB

(Eq. 11). Average data are shown with the range of the measurements indi-

cated by the hatch marks. The pursuit data are plotted at the correct

frequencies, while tbe compensatory data have been shifted slightly to the

right. Detailed comparisons are:

YC = Kc (Fig. 22)

For the augmented oi spectra the P has a slightly higher uh

and low frequency gain which leads to less e? (Fig. 17). For

the B5 and R14 inputs, P has a slightly smaller wc but larger

low frequency gain, such that e? is about the same as C (Fig. 17).

In general, P has more phase lag (100 - 300) than C at mid-band

Yc = I.c/S2 (Fig. 23)

The most significant difference is the much smaller low

frequency phase lag for P for all inputs. In add.tion, the P

amplitude, which is nearly the seme at low ak, becomes much

smaller at mid-frequencies than the C as a i increases° Ordinarily

this would lead to greatly increased e according to the one-third
law approximation (Eq. 17). For this controlled element, phase

lag has a large effect on ei because the phase margin is small

for C. Thus the increased phase margin for P has a larger effect

on e than the reduced amplitude ratio.

YC = KC/s(s-X) (Fig. 24)

The effect of the increasingly unstable controlled element

(at a>.j = 1.5 rad/sec) is a slightly smaller low frequency phase

lag for P. For X= 1.5 the P low frequency amplitude becomes
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.3.ightly larger and the wc becomes slightly smaller than the C.

Here, as for Yc =Kc/S 2 above) the performance improvement is due

mostly to the increased phase margin for the P.

YQ -/ (Fig. 25)

For the lower a>l's, P has slightly less amplitude at low

4- f'.equency and at crossover leading to a larger e? (Fig. 20). The

same amplitude trends hold for the B5 input but now the P has

bDslightly less phase -ag such that e? shows no difference. For1

the R14 input the P amplitude ratio is much smaller and there is

less phase lagp leading to an irprovement in e? (Fig. 20).

-- /(a+5 2 (Fig, 26)

Very little difference between P and C.
.1-4

A Thus, the describing function and performance measure comparisons

0 indicate that the pursuit display is superior to the compensatory display
t3 for Yc = Kc, Kc/s 2 ; and Kc/s(s-X). For Yc = K0 the subject improves

performance by increasing the bandwidth of the effective open-loop Y,

o but must increase his activity slightly. For Yc = K/s 2 and Kc/s(s-X)

perfornnce improvements are obtained by drastic changes in the phase of

4- Yp but with less pilot activity.
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CHAP V

DATA INTZEPRMTATION

The data in the previous chapter indicate the differences between

pursait and compensatory display situations. The purpose of this chapter

is to interpret the data as to the possible nature of the pilot's organiza-

tion. As indicated in Chapter II, the explicit determination of the pilot's

describing functions is not possible with a single forcing function. Never-

theless, using reasonable assumptions it is possible to imply certain charac-

teristics about the pilot's operation in system stabilization as well as his

operation on the input.

The discussion in Chapter III indicates that only two of the pilot's

describing functions (YPi) YPe and Ypm) are independent, i.e., any box can

be zero and the other two can describe the data. Of the three possibilities,

we will assume that Ypm = 0.* The pursuit situation then becomes as in Fig. 27,

where the system error and output spectra are, from Eqs. 6 and 7 with YPm= O

2 2
I + YpeYc. 11 + YPeYcl ncnc (20)

1 -Yc~pi, 12Y2 ( 1
Oee = +Ypeyc ii + 1 + Pec Oncnc (21)

[YI _ _ _ I
I YPi

Y __ nc

Pe -,-
I Operator I

Figure 27. Single-Axis Pursuit Tracking

*The data were also examined using the assumption that Ypi= 0 thereby

leaving Ype and Ypm to describe the pilot's behavior. However, this
approach did not result in any useful inberpretation of the data.
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Since system stability and low frequency error reduction are determined

by YPe' an appropriate model for the pilot to adopt is that which results

for the same controlled element in the compensatory situation, i.e.,

YPe ' YPc (22)

If Ypi is selected so that

YpiYc I 1 (23)

then the system output (neglecting the remnant) approximately equals the

input resulting in smaller error. Thus, the pilot can take advantage of

the additional information in the pursuit display by adopting equalization

that is the inverse of the controlled element. The system then becomes

nearly open-loop through the feedforward, with , ..e feedback acting as a

vernier control and as a means of stabilizing the controlled element.

To test this hypothesis an implied feedforward, Yi , , can be calculated

from the assumption that YPe for the pursuit display is the same as the

measured Ypc for the corresponding compensatory display. Thus, EL, 11,

repeated below, can be solved for Yt, on the assumption that Ype = YPc

and that YPm = 0.
= im -(Y~i + Y~c)Yc

Y = i 1 -= (24)Oie I * - VP

Solving fo,, Y *Yc yed

% c + (25)

The implied feedforward was calculated using averaged data for Y

and YPc" The results are given in Figs. 28-30 for the cases that showed

large performance differences, i.e., Yc = Kc, Kc/s2, Kc/s(s - X), respec-

tively. The results are given in Y PiYc form to illustrate the extent

that the ideal adjustment given by Eq. 23, in the light of the assumption
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Y- K0 (Fig. 28)

YPiYc is less than one and approximately constant, but with

lagging phase at high frequency similar to that of a time delay.

Yc a K 2 (Fig 29)

Y piYc is greater than one at low frequency, then becomes

much less than one at high frequencies. The phase is positive

(200-6O° ) at low band and mid-band frequencies becoming nega-

tive at high frequency.

YC K= /s(S-X) (Fig. 30)

Generally .Y stays closer to unity at all frequencies

than for Yc = Kjs2 , although the general character is the same.

As X increases, YiYc becomes closer to unity, reflecting the

relative reduction in performance measures (Fig. 19).

For the second-order controlled elements additional dynamics are

present. These are partially obscured by data scatter at low frequencies

probably due to taking differences between large nambers (numerator of

Eq. 25). Nevertheless, the pilot appears to be able to invert the con-

trolled element at low frequencies up to just below crossover.

For the single-forcing-function case, the advantages of the above

assumptions and procedures are:

* The division of the pilot's actions cannot be unique, so
any combination of Ypi, Yp, , Ypm compatible with the data
is equally appropriate on Theoretical grounds.

" The pilot adjustment rules for the compensatory situation
(Ref. 7) can be utilized for Ypc' and a first-cut estimate
for Ypi can be made on the basis of Yc"
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CHAPTER VI

OE AL COOWBIO NB

The data and analyses presented in this report indicate many differ-

ences between pursuit and compensatory systems. Unfortunately, many of

these distinctions are subtle and the ones that are clear-cut are not

general. Most of these features have been described in the local discus-

sions of the data and need not be repeated here. The broader and n.:re

gereral conclusions are, however, sunmarized below:

1. The describing function data and performance measure trends
for the Yc = Kc series correspond very well with those of
a previous investigation by E:ind.

2. The compensatory describing function data for the series
reported here tie in fairly well with an earlier series in
which the present subject was but one member of a population.

3. A sufficient indication of pursuit bebhvior is that Yp-
pursuit differs from Yp-compensatory.

4. The operator dynamics as measured by the effective open-loop
describing function, Y ) are different for all but one of
the controlled-element/forcing-Pmction combinations tested.
Thus, in all but the exceptional case the presence of the
pursuit display is sufficient to induce pursuit behavior.

5. The provision of a pursuit display oes not necessarily
induce pursuit behavior. This is shown conclusively for
ye = Kc(s +0.25)/(s +5)2, for whlclb Yp is the same in the
pursuit and compensatory conditions.

6. For those systems where pursuit and compensatory dynamic
differences were present, in three cases [Kc, Kc/s , and
Kc/s(s -x)] pursuit was superior and in one case (KcJe)
compensatory was better,

7. For the augmented uwj spectra the normalized mean-squared
errors are smaller for pursuit display in all cases where Yp-
pursuit is superior to Yp-compensatory.

8. The relative superiority of pursuit over compensatory,
when preE;ent, increases as the controlled element becomes
more difficult to control, i.e., higher bandwidths or

larger instabilities.

9. Thu diff'2:ences between pursuit and co-pensatory behavior
are often subtle and 2onfusing. A plausible description
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of pursuit operations is:

The compensatory loop portion of the pursuit system
has dynamics similar to those of the corresponding
compensatory system. Thus the analytical/verbal
model for compensatory operation can be applied to
pursuit.

When pursuit behavior is actually present the pilot
operates directly on the fcrcing function, thereby
adding an additional describing function block, YPi,
to the system structure. To a first approximation
the feedforward, Ypi, is adjusted such that IYPiYc I i.
Such adjustment has the net effect of making M/-1 1 1
and E/I 1 0 over a wide frequency band.

This model for pursuit action is not a unique description of
pursuit operation, although it becomes so when the constraint
is applied that the compensatory portion of the pursuit
system will be the same as that measured for the compensatory
display.
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